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ON BOUNDING SUBSETS OF LOCALLY
                 CON VEX SPACES

Mitsuhiro . MlyAGI＊

                                    Abstract

 In the present paper， we shall describe an example of a non-separable and non-reflexive Banach space

whose bounding subsets are compact subsets.  Moreover， We shall prove that， if eL''・ and CF are.  respec-

tively bounding subsets of metrizable locally convex spaces E and F， then the subset Ci;×CF of

Cartesian product ExF js also a bounding subset of ExF. 

                                   Introduction

 Let E be a locally convex topological vector space over the field C of complex numbers.  lf E is finite

dimensional， every bounding subset of E is compact.  Moreover， S.  Dineen ［3］ showed that the bound-

ing subsets of a separable or reflexive Banach space are the compact subse［s.  On the other hand， S. 

Dineen ［. 4］， proved that there is a non-compact bounding subset of 1'o. 

                       Bounding subsets of locally convex spaces

 Let E be a complex locally convex space， and U be an open set in E.  When F is a complex locally

convex space， H(U;F) denotes the set of all holomorphic mappings on U into F.  lf F＝C， H(U;C)

is briefly denoted by H(U). 

 DEFINiTioN 1 .  A closed subset C of U is said to be a bounding subset of U if

     l1卿。＝麗1劃ノー(X)＜＋OQ

/br eachノ∈ H(σ). 

 PRoPoslTloN 2.  Let Fわθalocall. ソconvex space. ！l closed subset C oノ●こノis a bou〃ding subset oア｛ノ

ヴa〃do〃1アヴ/(C)is aわ。〃加「ed subset of F/br each. ズ∈H(σ;F). 

 PRooF.  First， we suppose that a closed subset C of U is bounding.  Now we assume that there is a

holomorphic mapping f c'一一一一 H(U;F) such that f(C) is unbounded in F.  Then there is a sequence

｛ xn ｝，co，asi in C such that ｛f(xn)｝ge，. . di is unbounded.  Hence， we have a continuous ljnear mapping q on

F such that

        supiq (f (xn))1＝o〈) . 

Since ewf (！ H(U)， this contradicts the hypothesis that C is a bounding subset of U. 

 Conversely， we suppose that f(C) is a bounded subset of F for each f E H(U;F).  we assume

that C is not a bounding subset ofσ.  Then there is a holomorphic function/∈H(のsuch that
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Ilflla＝＝c＞e.  Let p be a continuous seminorm on F.  we define a holomophic mapping h E H(U; F)

by乃(x)＝ノてx)・afor x∈ σ， whe了e a is a point of Esuch thatρ(a)キ0. Then we have

         sup poh (x) ＝ i［flic. p(a) ＝＝c＞〈). 

         xEC

This contradicts the fact that h(C) is bounded in F.  This completes the proof. 

  S.  Dineen ［3］ showed that every bounding subset of a separable or reflexive Banach space is a com-

pact subset.  However， we have a non-separable and non-refexive Banach space whose bounding subsets

are compact subsets.  Now we shall describe it. 

  Let I be an uncountable index set.  loo(1) denotes the set of all complex valued bounded functions on

L We endow lco(1) with the supremum norm II .  11 .  Then， loc(1) is a Banach space.  Let x E loo(1). 

When xi denotes x(i) for i t'' 1， we can represent x by (xi) ici.  Let C o(1) be the closure of the

subspace

         ｛(xのi∈1∈1。。(1);there exists a finite subset/of l such that xi＝Ofof every'∈1-」｝

Then Co(1) is a closed subspace of IDo(1).  Hence， Co(1) is a Banach space， equipped with the norm

II・11 induced from IDo(1). 

  LEMMA 3. Let N∂θ'加set of nat〃ral numbers.  Let C o(N)ゐθthe伽ear space

         ｛(rn). 'On 1;Xn E C， n＝1，2，. . . ， IA｛ll. xn ＝＝O｝

with the supremum norm l l. II.  Let en be a nonnegative numberfor n＝ 1， 2， . . .  such that en一一＞O as n. o〈). 

Then the subset

         V＝ ｛ (xn):. . i E Co(N) ; lxnl ＄ en for n ＝＝ 1，2，. . .  ｝

ls compact. 

  PRooF・Let(xk n)㌶＿1＝;沸(三 レfor k＝1・2 ・…  Since the sequence｛κ～｝潔＿1 is bounded in C・

we can select a convergent subsequence ｛xiik｝koon-i of the sequence ｛xki ｝koo. ?.  Next， we can select a conver-

gent subsequence ｛x:ic｝kco一一i of the sequence ｛xi2k｝kcoe i.  Similarly， we can inductively select a convergent

subsequence ｛xfuM. ＋i i)k｝k'o? of the sequence ｛x. mk.  i｝icoo一一i for m＝ 1， 2，. . .  .  Thus we can take a subse-

quence ｛xMk｝，oo. .  i (m＝ 1， 2，. . . ) of the sequence ｛xk｝icx. . '.  i.  with the following properties

    (i) the sequence ｛xM. k｝kDo＝ i converges， for n＝＝ 1， 2，. . .  ，

    (ii) the sequence ｛xmic｝iccoT-i is a subsequence of the sequence ｛x(m'i)k｝koo?. 

Then we get the subsequence ｛xick｝koo一一i of the sequence ｛xic｝k'O一一i. 

By our choice of the sequence ｛xkk｝koor-i.  the sequence ｛xEk｝leoo，＃iconverges， for n＝ 1，2，. . .  .  Let a point

x£ e C be a limit point of the sequence ｛xig. ic｝，oo一一i.  for n＝ 1， 2，. . . .  Let xO ＝ (xO. ) . OOm i・

We sh・ll ver董fy that th・・eq・・nce｛κ舛影. 、c・nv・・g・・t・th・p・j・t・o・F・・ev・・y i・teg・… nd・ve・y

real number e 〉一 O， there is an integer ko such that

         I x51ic rm x. O 1 〈 e

for every k lll k o.  Therefore we have

         lx，91≦・＋［襟i≦ε＋・・. 

Since e js arbitrary， it follows that I xR 1＝〈. ！ en for n＝ 1， 2，. . . . 
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Thus x O belongs to the set V.  Next， for every positive number 6， there is an integer n o such that

en〈一
堰p fOr eVery n 1. lll. t一 no， since. lri，Eg sn＝ O.  Since 2i一'，m.  xigk ＝ xR for n＝12，. . . ， there is an integer

ki such that

         I・・髭'C-x2 1〈著

for k 〉. 1// ki， n ＝1， 2，. . . ， no.  Since xkk and xO are in V， for n ;).  no， we have

         噂しκ21≦1野生＋1κ㌦1≦・・＋・n＜δ

for k ＝1， 2，. . .  .  Hence we have

         ll Xicic 一 XO II ＝ StlP 1 Xknic 一 XnO 1

        ≦max(f翌募イn。1際一・「21・πミPn？1κ禦一x£1)

        ＝〈.  max (一g， 6) ＝＝ 6

for every k 1. 1. 1， k i.  Thus the sequence ｛xkk｝koo一一i converges to xO. 

This implies that v is compact. 

  LEMMA 4.  Let (si)iEi E Co(1) with ei ij O for i E 1.  Let M＝ ｛ (xi) iEi El Co(1) ; ］xi 1 :;ill ei

for i t'' 1｝.  Then PV is a compact sub set ef Co(1). 

  PRooF. 正et J二｛'∈1;εiキ 0｝.  Then J js a countable subset of I.  Hence， we may assume that

Wis contained in the clobed subspace Co(J) of C o (1).  By Lemma 3， or is a compact subset of

Co(J).  Consequently， W' is compact subset of Co(1). 

 THEoREM 5.  lf B is a bounding subset of C o(1)， then B is compaet. 

 PRooF.  Forノ∈1， a real numberεブ≧Ois defined by

        sup｛【κ囲;(xのi∈1∈B｝. 

Suppose that there are a real number 6 ＞o and a countable infinite subset J of I such that ei 2/)一. 一 26

forノ∈■.  Then， there is a pointκブ＝(xブのi∈■∈Bforノ∈1such tha口κンゴ1≧δ.  Let. 4＝ ｛xブ;ノ∈」｝，

and Ji＝｛1' t'一:' 1;there exists a point (xt)iEi of A such that x」' ￥O｝.  Then . li is a countable set.  lf the

set A is an infinite set， A is not a relatively compact subset of Co(Ji).  By S.  Dineen ［3］， the closure

A of A in C o(Ji) js not a bounding subset of C o (Ji).  The closed subspaces C o(Ji)， C o(1-Ji) of

Co(1) are topological supplernents.  Since B is bounding in Co(1)， B fi Co(Ji) is a bounding subset of

Co(Ji).  By S.  Dineen ［3］， B n Co (Ji) is a compact subset of C o (Ji).  Since A一 i's contained jn

BnCo(Ji)， this contradicts the fact that A一 js non-compact.  Thus A js a finite set.  Then there are a

countable infinite subset J'of J and a point x＝(xi)i∈1∈！l such that｝x囲≧δforノ∈」'.  Then we

have x EE Co(1).  This contradicts x E Co(1).  Thus J＝＝ ｛iEi;si＞O｝ is a countable subset of 1，

besides (ei)iEi belongs to C o(1).  Hence， by Lemma 4 the subset ｛(xi)iEi E Co(1);ixi l＝〈.  ei for i t''': 1｝

is compact.  Since B is contained in this subset， B is compact. 

 Thus we gain an example of a non-separable and non-reflexive Banach space whose bounding subsets

are compact subsets. 

  PRoposrTioN 6.  Let E be a Banach space whose bounding subsets are nowhere dense.  Then there

exists a bounded sequence of E such that the sequence is not a bounding subset of E. 

  PRooF.  A symbol U .  li denotes a norm of E.  By assumption， the subset V＝＝｛ x E E; H x l］ :;ll 1｝ is not
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bounding.  Hence there are a holomorphic f. unction fE H(E) and a sequence ｛xn｝. eo一一i of V such that

the sequence ｛f(xn) ｝ge，? is unbounded in C.  We can. select the sequence ｛x・n ｝. oo＝J without an accu-

mulation point.  Then the sequence ｛xh｝. oc? satisfies this proposition. 

  Finally， we shall discuss a bounding subset of Cartesian products of metrizable locally convex spaces. 

  THEoREM 7.  Let E and 17 be metrizablc localty convex spaces.  U' Cc・ is a bounding suhset of E， and

CF is a boundi. ng ，cubset of F， then CE x CF is also a bounding subset of a Cartesian product E × F. 

  PRooF.  The compact-open topology on the vector space of all continuous functions on 17 induces a

topology T on H(F).  The bornological topology on H(F) associated with T is denoted by Tb.  Letf C一 H

(E × F).  We define a mapping u : E 一〉 H(F) by u(a) (y) ＝ f(a， y) for a (一 E， . v C F.  By G. 

Coeur6 ［1］， since E is metrizable， we can verify that the mapping ut E一一〉 (H(F)， T) is holomorphic. 

Moreover， since F js metrizable， by ［1］， u is a holomorphic mapping from into (Hr(F)， Tb).  Hence

the image u(CE) is a bounded subset of (H(F)， rb) by Proposition 2.  We def:ne a seminorm on

H(F) by

            p(g) ＝ ［lgH ＝ sup 1g(y) i

                       Ci''・ . VECF

for g C一 H( F) .  Sincp.  F is metri zable， by S.  Dineen ［2］， (H( F)， : b) is a barrel led space.  For a fixed

point y in F， the linear function g一一＞g(y) of H(F) is continuous with respect to the topology rb. 

Hence， the subset

            V(y) ＝＝ ｛g E H( F) ; lg(y) 1 tt.  1｝

of H(F) is a barrel in (H(F)， rb).  The set

            Bp＝ ｛gE H(F) ;p(g) ＝〈一; 1｝

is absorbing.  Thus， since

            B， ＝ n vo・)，

                 ア∈CF

Bp is a barrel in (H(F)， Tb).  Since (H(F)， Tb) is barrelled， Bp is a neighborhood of O C一 H(F).  Hence

p is continuous on (H(F， rb).  Hence there is an M)，一・O such that

            supρ(〃(x))雲三ルt. 

            xE CE

Since

            sup  ρ(ll(x)) 二 sup  sup  lf(x，ア)i，

            xE CE xE.  CE yE CF

we have

            げ(x，y)1≦M

for all (x，y) ECExCF.  Consequently， Cf;xCF is a bounding subset of E × F. 
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